
Rules

Case lllustratlons

Citing and Avoiding Plagiarism

l\1-ren writing a legal argument, you must explain the law on which
conclusion will rest. To explain the law, you will explain how the

t authorities you located in your research fit together-that is,
will draw on all the authorities you have researched and s),nthesize

:, hesive explanation of the law as it pertains to your client. That syn-
explanation of the law will set out the rules governing your

t's legal question and will explain how courts have applied those
in past, similar cases.

Bl explaining the law, you explain the legal foundation for your ar-
.,:rent. Providing that legal foundation is the primary purpose ofyour
:elanation of the law.

ln addition, your explanation of the law educates the reader about
--:: relevant law. By explaining the rules and how courts have applied
--.ose rules in the past, you will educate the reader about the law that

^ -il apply to your client's case.

Finally, your explanation of the law previews the analytical steps you
;J follow in your analysis. The fiamework you present when you er?lain
'-rt larv is the same fiamework you will later apply to your client's case

:: ihe application section of your argument,
\s you explain the law, remember two things: First, an explanation

:: the law is a/ocused description ofthe law. Because the explanation is

: tbcused description of the law, it should include only the information
:.eded to analyze the element or factor relevant to your client's case.

:our explanation ofthe law should not include an idea just because it is
-:nterestir.rg." Attorneys do not like to waste time. They do not want to
:rad about tangential issues, nor do they want to read about how the law
:rolved. Attorneys want to read oflll those ideas relelrant to understanding
:::e law applicable to a client's case. Therefore, any explanation of the

-a\{ that you will not rely on to analyze your client's facts should be
rmitted from your explanation of the law.

Sidebar

When you choore what
to include in your ex-
planation of the law
you should thrnk about
your client and the law
that is relevant to your
client's case; however,
when writlr,g the expla-
nation ofthe law do
not write anything
specifically about your
client. Remember, your
client's situation will be
addressed in the appli-
cation section.

l-apter 7

Explaining the Law
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100 7 . EXPLAINING THE LAW

Second, your explanation ofthe law should not mention your client's

case. Attorneys prefer that their first look at the relevant lawbe strippe.
ofany mention ofa particular client. In that way, the attorney can absorb

a clear understanding of the law without it becoming muddled with th.
particulars of a client's case. (You will connect the law and your client -,

facts later in the application section.)

In fact, one test for a well-organized argument is whether a line can

be drawn that will separate your explanation of the law from your

application of the law. Look at a basic explanation of the law in Examplt
7-A, and you can see how this line might be drawn.

Mr. and Mrs. Nero can most likely prove actual possession. Plaintiffs must

establish actual possession by showing that they used the land as an owner

would use that particular type of land. Zombrottov. Superiot Lumber Co,4 P.3d

62. 65 (Or. Ct. App. 2000). The courts focus on the type of use for which the

land is su ited and do not necessa rily focus on the amount of activity. /d. Plain-

tiffs in past cases have shown that they used the disputed land as an owner

would in a variety of ways. See, e.9., Dovis v- PoIk,898 P.2d 804, 806 07 (Or. Ct.

App. 1995); Slqk v. Pofter,875 P.2d 515,518 (Or. Ct. App. 1994). ln Ddvis, the
plaintiffs established that they used the disputed property as an owner would

by showing that they used the disputed propeny as they did their adjoining

land. 898 P.2d at 806-07. ln SId*, th€ plaintiffs built a fence and planted vege

tation and, in thatway, proved actual possession. 875 P.2d at 518.

e appli(ation of the law ----> Mr. and Mrs. Nero should be able to prove that they had actual possession
gr.*].ere"hen dre c ient 

of their land because they used the disputed property in a manner that an

owner would. Like the landowners in Ddv,s, the Neros used the disputed land

exactly as they did their adjacent land; in both parcels of land, they planted and

maintained a garden and fruit trees. ln addition, like the plaintiffs in Slak who

showed actual possession by building a fence and planting vegetation, the

Neros built a fence and planted vegetation in their garden and orchard. The

Neros should, therefore, be able to prove that they actually possessed the dis-

puted land.

The argLrment beg fs w th Example 7-A . Basic explanation of the law

The erplanation ofthe
law describes the rulesthat
delermlne whetherthe e e-

mentof "actua possession"-
is present.lt then illusuatet

those rule5 by describing
cases,

Nolice that, after the conc u'
sion. there is no mentron of
he (lient, the Nero family-

a con(lusion.

To draft an effective explanation ofthe law, 1ou will need to understand

its two most common components-rules and case illustrations. In this

chapter, you will become more familiar with those components and ho\r
to use them to create a logical, cohesive explanation of the law.
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Section 7.1

Explaining the Law:
Rules

L The Role of Rules

ll. Finding the Rules

A. Explicit Rules

B. lmplicit Rules

ll. Writing the Rules

l. The Role of Rules

When you begin explaining the law relevant to a particular element
or factor, first explain the rules. As we discussed earlier, a rule sets a stan-
dard.t With respect to a given element or factor, rules tell a court how
to determine whether that element or factor was present in your client's
case. Any explanation ofthe law must start with the prevailing standard
that controls the conduct at issue.

To explain the prevailing standard, you will usually need to explain
a group ofrules. Some rules will describe broad, over-arching principles.
Other rules, sometimes called sub-rules, provide smaller, more specific
qlarations about the standard.

Example 7.1-A shows a group of rules in an explanation of the law
In tiat example, the rules explain what a plaintiff must do to prove he

-tually possessed land long enough to claim ownership in a claim for
:dverse possession. The first sentence is a broad rule that defines the
stendard for when actual possession is proven. The second sentence
irlentifies two smaller, more specific sub-rules that describe the kinds of
6se courts look for to determine actual possession. Together, these rules

l. The "governing rule," described in Chaptet 4, FifiditlgYour Argument, is one
bd of rule. lt describes the standard that governs one legal issue. As explained in
Chqrter 4, lawyers break the governing rule down into elements a[d factors and then
lcdop one legal argument for each. This chapter focuses on how to explain the
rles within one legal argument.

r 0l



102 7.i . EXPLAINING THE LAW: RULE5

describe how a court will determine whether a person "actually possessei

the land in dispute.

Example 7.1-A . Rules describe a prevailing standard

Broad rule PIaintiffs can establish actual possession by showing that they used the land

as an owner would use that particular type of land. zombrotto v. Superiol

Lumber Co., 4P.3d 62, 65 (or. Ct. App. 2000). The courts focus on the type of
use for which the land is suited and do not necessarily focus on the amount

of activity. ld
More speciic r!le explaine --->
the broad flandard.

Table 7.1-B shows graphically the relationship amongst the rules thai
defi ne "actual possession."

Table 7.1-B . Relationship of rules that define "actual possession"

Adverse Possession
Governing rule

Actual Possession

Broad rule

ls established by proving....

Plaintiffs used the land as an owner would use

that particular type of land.

Courts focus on whether the plaintiffs use con-

forms to the uses for which the Iand is suited.

Courts do not focus on the amount of activity or

use on the land.

Sub-rule 1

Broad rule and sub-ru e

IOt One etemeor

Sub-rule 2

To explain the rules, you must first identifo the rules that will be

relevant to your clientt case.

ls established by proving actual, open, notorious,

exclusive, hostile, and continuous possession for
l0years.

ll. Finding the Rules

As you research the law, you will look for those rules-both broad
and narrow-that will determine whether an element or factor is present

in your client's case. The rules will likely come from two places: statutes

and case law. Sometimes a statute or case law will clearly state the rules

that govern the element or factor you are analyzrng. Those rules are

called explicit rules. Other times, however, finding the releyant rules

requires you to sift through case law and s1'nthesize a rule. Those rules

are called implicit rules. To explain the releyant law, you will need to

gather together both explicit and implicit rules relating to the element

or factor being explored. (As explained in Chapter 5, Organizing Your
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Legal Authority, case charts can help you identifr both explicit and
implicit rules.)

A. Explicit Rules

Statutes and case law will usually explicitly state the standards that

tovern an element or factor For example, in Example 7.1-C, a statute
defines when a person is "stopped."

Erample 7.1-C . A statute provides an explicit rule

A'stop" occurs if a person's liberty is restrained by a peace offcer lawfully
p.esent in any place. Or. Rev. Stat. 5131.605(6) (2017).

Case law may then provide sub-rules that further define when that
dement is met, as in the next example, Example 7.1-D.

Ecample 7.1-D . Rules derived from a statute and <ase law explaining
the statute

A 'stop" occurs if a person's liberty is restrained, by physical force or a show of
authority, by a peace officer lawfully present in any place. Or. Rev. stat.
5131.605(6) (2017); 5tote v. Worner,90l P2d940,942(Ot.Ct. App. 1995). A
person's Iiberty may be restrained if an individual believes that his liberty has

been restrained and that belief is objectively reasonable. Worner,901 P.2d al
942. To determine whether a person reasonably believes his liberty has been

restrained, a coun will consider the totality ofthe circumstances. Stote v.

wenger,922P.2d 1248,125'l (Or.Ct.App. 1996). ll u nder the totality of the cir-
cumstances, a person could not reasonably believe his libeny was restrained,

dte encounter is "mere conversation." see,e,g,,stotev.Smith,698P.2d973,975
(0r. Ct. App. 1985).
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In the absence of a statute, case law may provide all the rules you
need to explain an element, as in Example 7.1-8.

Example 7.1-E . Rules derived from case law only

Plaintiffs can establish actual possession by showing that they used the land as

an owner would use that particu la r type of land. Zambrotto v, Superior Lumber <_
Co.,4 P.3d 62,65 (Or. Ct. App. 2000). Courts focus on the type of use for which
the land is suited and do not necessarily focus on the amount of activity. /d.

Usually, you will find the necessary rules explicitly stated in a statute or
case law; some rules, however, are not clearly stated but implicit in the
courts' decisions.

More specliic sub-r!le
erplains the broad
ttandard.
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Sidebar

Synthesizing means
combining principles
stated in a series of
authorities to form one
rule.

7.1 , EXPLAINING THE LAW: RULEs

B. lmplicit Rules

When courts do not state explicidy the standard they used to conclude

whether an element or factor is present, you will have to explain tht
standard by weaving together a rule from the cases you have read. \,\4ren

attorneys explain a standard that courts are relying on, but which i'
hidden within the case law we call the standard an "implicit rule."

Experienced attorneys read cases with an eye toward mfing explicii
what the courts are doing implicitly. An implicit rule can explaia why court.
consistendy reach the same decision. It can explain wIry seerningly inconsisteni

court decisions are, in fact, consistent. And it can explain a new element

or factor that courts will consider when reaching a conclusion.

l. When to synthesize an implicit rule

When the standard has not been explicitly stated, you will need tr,

synthesize cases to find that implicit rule. When you synthesize a rule.

you derive one rule by looking at the principles courts relied on in a series

of cases. Let's look at the three ti?ical circumstances in which an attorne\

might derive an implicit rule-that is, synthesize a rule-from a serie.

of authorities.

(a) Example 'l: Finding an implicit rule from consistent decisions

Sometimes after reading a series ofcases, you will see that every time
a certain fact is present a court will usually reach a particular conclusion.

This fact is a common denominator. If you see a common denominator
in a series of cases, you should identifu it for your supervising attorner.

Let's assume that you have iust met with a client who owns a bio-
technology company in Cary, North Carolina. His ex-business partner ha:

started a blog and published false personal statements about him. The false

statements have resulted in a significant loss ofbusiness. Your client wants

to know whether he can sue for intentional infliaion of emotionaldistress.

In North Carolina, the courts have established an explicit three-
element test to determine when someone rnay be liable for intentional
infliction of emotional distress.

Example 7.1-F . North Carolina's test for intentional infli(ion of
emotional distress

ln North Carolina, the elements of intentional infliction of emotional distress are

"(1) extreme and outrageous conduct, (2) which is intended to cause and does

cause (3)severe emotional distress." Dickens v. Puryear,276 5.E.2d 325,332
(N.C. r 981).

Even though North Carolina has an explicit goveming rule, it turns out

t}rat the courts have not clearly defined the first element-when someone 5
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7.1 . EXPLAINING THE IAW: RULES

-::]duct is extreme and outrageous. As a result, you will need to extract an

-=plicit rule to define when someone's conduct is exlreme and outrageous.

Tl,o cases appear to be relevant to your client's question. Read the
:.-:ropses of the two cases in Thble 7.1-G, and see if you can determine a
:-.mmon denominator.

Table 7.!-G . Synthesize these cases

105

Gse Fa(ts

,'t codruff v. Miller, 307 S.E.2d 17 6,
'-8 {N.C. Ct. App. 1983).

Yes. Conduct was extreme and

outrageous,

'\estv. King's Dep't Store, lnc., 365

:.E.2d 62r,623-2s (N.C. 1988).

A store manager repeatedly ac-

cused innocent customers of
shoplifting in the presence of
other store patrons.

Yes. Conduct was extreme and

outra9eous.

The common denominator you might identifi is that in both cases

, 1) defendants made public accusations, and (2) defendants accused

plahtiffs of socially unacceptable behavior. Based on those common
denominators you could now create a rule, such as the one in Example
7.1-H.

Example 7.1-H . Synthesized rule

The business partner's statements in his blog likely constitute extreme and <- aoll. !s on nlrout rhe element

outrageous conduct, A public accusation of socially unacceptable behavior is -< Synthe5 zed r! e

a{idence of extreme and outrageous ronduct. See Woodtuffv. Miller,307 5.E.2d

I76, 178 (N.C. Ct. App.1983\; West v. King's Dep't 
'tore,lnc.,365 

S.E.2d 62"1,623-

25(N.C. 1988). ln Woodruffv. Miller,for example, the defendant posted copies <- !.'qinninq of a.aseiLrstratcn

ofwarrants..,.

This new rule would be included in your explanation of the law describing
rvhen someone's conduct is extreme and outrageous, even though no
court had ever explained it that way.

Relying on your own reading and understanding of cases to create a

slrrthesized rule can be uncomfortable at first. This task is a major part
of an attorney's work, and you will get more comfortable with this process

as you gain experience in reading and understanding cases.

{b) Example 2: Finding consistency in seemingly inconsistent cases

Sometimes courts will reach opposite conclusions in cases that seem

to have similar facts. When that occurs, do not immediately assume that

Holding

Defendant posted copies ofwar
rants on a wanted board to create

the impression that plaintiff had

broken the law and had not been

punished.
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Table 7.1-l . Reconcile these (ases

7.1 . EXPLAINING THE tAW: RULEs

the decisions are inconsistent. Rather, look for a reason why the court.
came to opposite conclusions and explain that reason to your reader.

Even when court decisions seem inconsistent, attorneys neyerthelesl
assume that the decisions are coflsistenf. Stare decisis requires a court t|
reach the same decision as a prior court given similar facts. Therefore.
if two courts come to different conclusions on cases with similar facti
attorneys assume a reasoned distinction exists to explain the differenr
outcomes. Explaining that reasoned distinction will help the senio:
attorney with whom you are working.

Here is a second example of s).nthesizing a rule, but this time the srr,,
thesized rule identifies a reasoned distinction to explain why two cas!,.

reach opposite conclusions.
A client was out bicycling in Arcata, California, with her husband. Sl:.

saw him round a curve, then heard a crash and a scream. When she rounde.
t}te curve, she saw her husband had been hit by a car- You would like r

consider whether your client, the wife, can sue the driver for her emotion-
damages after seeing her injured husband. In California, a person rr'l:

witnesses an accident to a family member can sue for emotional damag.,
if, among other things, she was "then aware" of the injury to the fami
member.

You need to find out more about what it means to be "then au.ar.
of the injury. You find two relevant cases that seem factually similar -:
that the plaintiff in neither case actually saw the accident or the inju:.
to the family member. Yet, in the first case, IGouse, the court held th.:
the plaintiffwas "then aware" of the injury and in the second case, Fr -

the plaintiff was not "then aware." Look at the case excerpts in Table . .

I and think about how the cases can be reconciled.

Case Facts Holding

Krouse v. Grohom,l37 Cal. Rptr.

863 (Cal. 1977).

A husband knew his wife was

standing by the trunk of his car. ln

his rear view mirror he saw a car

approach. He then felt his car

being hit by the other car. The

plaintiffadmifted that he did not
actually see the other car strike

his wife.

Fife v. Asten ius,284 Ca l. Rptr. 16

(Cal. App.4th Dist. 1991).

A father heard a crash and saw

debris fly over a wall. The father
rushed out to the street and

within seconds discovered his

daughter was in the car accident

No. Father was not "then a\\,:':

Yes. The husband was "then

aware" ofthe injury to his wlf€
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-.:.-.:irg for a reasoned distinction to explain the different outcomes,

=ight notice that in Krouse the plaintiff knew the family member

-: -,he precise location of the accident and, therefore, knew that the

member was almost certainly in the accident. By contrast, in File,

the plaintiff knew of the accident, the plaintiff did not know
fuilf member's location prior to the accident. You might synthesize

that explains that whether a person is "then aware" of an injury
on knowing the family membert location at the time of the ac-

as in Example 7.1-J

7.1-J . Synthesized rule explains seemingly inconsictent (ases

G$rielle Lafille has a strong argument that she was "then aware" of her hus- < aon.lusion about rhe

injury. For a plaintiff to be then aware, a plaintiff need not see the injury

Krouse 137 Cal. Rptr. at 871 . Rather a plaintiff ls then aware of a family

injury if she was aware ofthe accident's location and knew the family

<- Synthesized ru e beq ns

explanalion of the law

was in exactly that location as the accident occurred. Krouse, "137 Cal.

a1871; Fife,284 Cal. Rptr. at 18. ln /(rouse, the court held that the plaintiff < BL'gnnnsoF.ite lusuaton

:.ren aware of the accident that injured a family member....

l}le q,nthesized rule in Example 7.1-J (shaded) refines our understanding

i"hen someone is "tIen aware" by explaining that the plaintiff does not
to see a family member get injured; rather, a plaintiff can prove she

then aware if she knew the family member's location and the location

Pthe accident as it was occurring. By identi$ing a reasoned distinction,
h will help your reader understand how courts reach their conclusions.

{c) Example 3: Bringing parts together to form a whole

Sometimes, over time, courts add to the requirements necessary to

cgablish an element. When you describe the law, you may need to ac-

tnorvledge the additional requirements in your rules. An Oregon court
dd just that when it explained Oregon's standard for determining whether

r stop had occurred. In Oregon, a statute defines when a stop occurs, as

$om in Example 7.1-K. According to the statute, a stoP occurs when

e police officer restrains a persont liberty.

-:-rample 7.1-K . Statute defines element

r -stop" 
is a temporary restraint of a person's liberty by a peace offcer lawfully

:,esent in any place. Or. Rev, Stat. S 131.605 (2017).

l\hen the Oregon Court ofAppeals later described when a stop occurs,

it reviewed the relevant case law and added that a "restraint" may be by
physical force or a show of authority (Example 7.1-L).
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Example 7.1-L . Case law adds to statutory definition

A "stop" is a temporary restraint, whether by physical force or a show of author

ity, of a person's liberty by a peace olfcer lawfully present in any place. Stote v.

Worner,901 P.2d 940,942 (Ot. Cl. App. 1995).

Thus, the court reviewed prior case law, determined that prior case lal!
added to the statutory definition of a stop, and the court included thal

information in the rule so that the reader would have a concise, complett
definition ofa stop in one place. In doing so, the court helped the reader

by establishing an explicit rule that combines the statutory rule with case

Iaw.

2. Dare to explicitly state an implicit rule

New lawyers often get nervous about explaining implicit rules. Ner,

lawyers feel safer putting in their arguments only the language that the\
have seen in cases. But remember this: Al attorney adds value by making
explicit those themes that would otherwise remain obscured in a morass

of case law.

To clarifr case law and add value for your client, you must read the

case law at multiple levels. To do so, ask questions:

. What are the courts sarling the rules are?

. What are the covts act:ually tloingj

By comparing what the courts are s.r,,ing the rules are with what the

courts are doing you may see unexplained areas of the law. By looking
at what courts are doing over a series of cases, you may also see themes,

which when explained will clarif, the standard courts are using to reach

a decision.
You will be more valuable to other attorneys you work with and to

your client ifyou can see and explain both the explicit and implicit rules

in the case law. So, when you see a theme in the case law that will help

explain how courts reach their conclusions, don't be shy, share it.
Now, that doesn't mean that you can put any old thing you want into

your rules. Remember, each rule must have a basis in the case law. Ani.

rule that you draw out of the cases must be consistent with all the othei
law that bears on the issue, including other case law, statutes, and legislative

history.
Finally, although this section spends a lot of time discussing how to

extract implicit rules from the case law, please realize that courts are

usually explicit about the rules they are relying on, so you will not always

have to dig out the implicit rules. We have spent more time discussins

implicit rules simply because it is relatively easy to find explicit rules and

relatively difficult to find implicit rules.


